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This invention relates to a garter clasp, and more par 
ticularly, to an adjustable garter clasp having a garter 
elastic. One end of the garter elastic cooperates with a 
frame to support hosiery while the other end of said 
garter elastic is adapted to be secured to a garment. 

Garter clasps used heretofore suffer from a defect, 
namely, they are not adjustable so that a frame may be 
selectively positioned along a garter elastic extending 
between a garment and hosiery. Garter clasps used here 
tofore were made adjustable by providing a separate 
buckle on the garter elastic or by making the garter frame 
in two or more parts. It has been conventional, here 
tofore, to provide a tab of fixed length extending between 
the garter frame and the garment supporting said frame. 

In the manufacture of garter clasps, the assembly of 
the components is done by hand, is slow, and costly. If 
an adjustable buckle is used, an additional assembly and 
a crimping operation is required. 

It is an object of the present invention to provide a 
garter clasp which overcomes the above and other dis 
advantages of the prior art. 

It is another object of the present invention to provide 
a garter clasp utilizing a minimum number of parts. 

It is still another object of the present invention to pro 
vide an adjustable garter clasp which is readily and easily 
adjustable. 

It is a further object of the present invention to pro 
vide an adjustable garter clasp which is simple and easy 
to manufacture. 

It is a further object of the present invention to provide 
a garter clasp which is adjustable over a wide range so 
as to be capable of being used by women of all sizes. 
Other objects will appear hereinafter. 
For the purpose of illustrating the invention there is 

shown in the drawing a form which is presently preferred; 
it being understood, however, that this invention is not 
limited to the precise arrangements and instrumentalities 
shown. 
FIGURE 1 is a top plan view of the present invention. 
FIGURE 2 is a side elevational view taken along the 

lines 2-2 in FIGURE 1. 
FIGURE 3 is a perspective view of the garter clasp of 

the present invention in its open disposition. 
Referring to the drawing in detail, wherein like nu 

merals indicate like elements, there is shown in FIGURE 
1 a garter clasp 10. 
The garter clasp 10 comprises a frame 12, a garter 

elastic 14, said garter elastic 14 adapted to be secured 
to a garment 16. The garment 16 may be either a girdle, 
a corset, a garter belt, etc. 
The frame 12 is an integral member which is made 

from either plastic or metal. The frame 12 comprises a 
button receiving loop 18 having legs 19 extending there 
from, thereby defining an elongated slot 20. Arms 22 
extend upwardly and outwardly from the loop 18. A 
crosspiece 24 extends between the arms 22 and cooperates 
with the loop 18 to define an aperture 26. 
The arms 22 merge into upwardly directed, parallel 

arms 28. A crossbar 30 extends between the arms 28. 
The crossbar 30 cooperates with the arms 28 and the 
crosspiece 24 to define a first slot 32. The slot 32 ex 
tends the full distance between the arms 28 and is sub 
stantially perpendicular to the arms 28. 
A crossbar 34 extends between the arms 28 at a dis 
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2 
tance spaced from the crossbar 30. The crossbar 34 co 
operates with the arms 28 and the crossbar 30 to define 
a Second slot 36. The second slot 36 extends the full 
width between the arms 28 and is parallel to the first slot 
32. A pair of inwardly directed prongs 38 are provided 
at the extremities of the arms 28. The prongs 38 ex 
tend toward each other and the ends of said prongs 38 
are spaced from each other thereby defining a gap. The 
prongs 38 cooperate with the arms 28 and the crossbar 
34 to define a third slot 39. The slot 39 is contiguous 
with the gap between the ends of the prongs 38. 
The garter elastic 14 is provided at one end with a 

button 42 resting on a stud 40. Preferably, the garter 
elastic 14 is integral with the stud 40 and the button 42. 
The garter elastic 4, the stud 40 and the button 42 can 
be molded in one piece from any suitable material having 
elastic properties. Alternatively, the garter elastic 14 
may be a separate member on which the button 42 and 
the stud 40 are cemented or heat sealed thereon. 
The garter clasp 10 is assembled in the following 
alle 
The button 42 is inserted through the button receiv 

ing loop 18 and is moved longitudinally of the frame 12 
with the stud 40 disposed within the slot 20. The stud 
40 has a width slightly less than the width of slot 20. 
The stud 40 has a height slightly greater than the thick 
ness of the frame 12. It has been found that a garter 
elastic seven inches long enables the garter clasp 10 to 
be utilized by substantially all women. 
The garter elastic 4 is then assembled to the frame 

2. The free end of the garter elastic 14 is inserted 
through the third aperture from the bottom surface of 
the frame 12 and is extended over the top surface of the 
crossbar 34. Then the garter elastic 14 is inserted through 
the second slot 36 and across the bottom surface of the 
crossbar 39. Then, the garter elastic 14 is inserted through 
the second slot 32 from the bottom surface of the frame 
12. That portion of the garter elastic 4 extending through 
the first slot 32 is then extended across the top surface 
of the crossbar 30 and through the third slot 39. Thus, 
the garter elastic i4 has two layers extending across the 
top surface of the crossbar 34 and extending through the 
third slot 39. 
The uppermost layer of the garter elastic 14 extends 

from the third slot 39 to a garment 16. The free end of 
the garter elastic 14 is then fixedly secured to the garment 
16 by a line of stitching 44. 
The garter frame 12 is adjusted relative to the garment 

16 as follows: 
The outermost layer of the garter elastic 14 extending 

through the third slot 39 is withdrawn from the third slot 
39 by deforming the garter elastic 14 so that it can be 
withdrawn through the gap between the ends of the prongs 
38. In practice, the width of the garter elastic 14 is 
slightly less than the width of the slots 32, 36 and 39 so 
that the garter elastic 14 may be easily manipulated rela 
tive thereto. Once the uppermost layer of the garter 
elastic 14 has been removed from the third slot 39, the 
position of the frame 12 relative to the garment 16 can 
then be adjusted. If it is desired to position the frame 
12 closer to the garment 16 so as to accommodate shorter 
women, tension is applied to the loop 46 thereby increas 
ing the size of the loop 46 and decreasing the distance be 
tween the garment 16 and the frame 12. If it is desired to 
position the frame 12 at a greater distance away from the 
garment 16, tension is applied to the garter elastic 14 
extending between the frame 2 and the garment 16, 
thereby decreasing the size of the loop 46. In this posi 
tion, the garter clasp 10 is adapted to be used by taller 
WOc. 

While the garter frame 12 is being adjusted to the 
garment i6, the uppermost layer of the garter elastic 14 
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is in the position as shown in FIGURE 3. After the gar 
ter frame 12 has been adjusted relative to the garment 
16, the uppermost layer of the garter elastic 14 is rein 
serted through the third slot 39 as shown in FIGURES 
1 and 2. The gap between the ends of the prongs 38 
facilitate the reinsertion of the uppermost layer of the 
garter elastic 14 into the third slot 39. 

Since the garter frame 12 is one integral piece, and 
since the garter elastic 14 is integral with the button 42, 
the garter clasp 0 of the present invention comprises only 
two components. Thus, the assembly time for the clasp 
10 has been reduced to a minimum. One end of the 
garter elastic 14 is fixedly secured to the garment 16 
while the other end of the garter elastic 44 having the 
button 42 selectively cooperates with the frame 2 to 
support hosiery. In addition to cooperating with the 
button 42 to support hosiery, the garter frame 2 is 
capable of being selectively positioned relative to the 
garment 16 in the manner recited above. 

Hereinafter, the crossbar 30 may be referred to as a 
first crossbar and the crossbar 34 may be referred to as a 
second crossbar. As shown in the drawing, the ends of 
the prongs 38 are spaced from one another thereby de 
fining a gap. While this gap performs a useful function, 
the gap may be eliminated if desired. 
The present invention may be embodied in other spe 

cific forms without departing from the spirit or essential 
attributes thereof and, accordingly, reference should be 
made to the appended claims, rather than to the fore 
going specification as indicating the scope of the in 
vention. 

I claim: 
1. An adjustable garter clasp comprising an annular 

button receiving loop having legs defining an elongated 
slot extending from said loop, arms on said loop extend 
ing in a direction away from the direction of said legs, 
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4. 
first and second spaced crossbars extending between said 
arms defining first and second spaced elongated slots, 
prongs on the extremities of said arms directed toward 
each other, said prongs and said second crossbar defining 
a third slot, a garter elastic having a width less than the 
width of said first, second and third slots, said garter elas 
tic having a button adjacent one end for cooperation with 
said loop and elongated slot, a portion of said garter 
elastic adjacent said one end extending through said third 
slot and over a top surface of said second crossbar, said 
portion extending through said second slot, across a bot 
tom surface of said first crossbar, through said first slot, 
across a top surface of said first and second crossbars 
and through said third slot and extending away from said 
garter frame for attachment to a garment, whereby said 
garment frame is adjustable relative to the garment, and 
said loop, legs, arms, prongs and crossbars forming an 
integral planargarterframe. 

2. A clasp in accordance with claim 1 wherein the 
ends of said prongs are spaced from one another thereby 
defining a gap contiguous with said third slot. 
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